The Department of Defense Medical Examination Review Board uses DMACS to process the medical information of officer candidates. The system reviews applications to the Service Academies, Reserve Officer Training Corps, the Uniformed Services University and other officer programs.

DODMERB staff use DMACS to track, review, and medically qualify or disqualify applicants based on their medical history, the exams they obtain, and the medical standards needed for a specific program.

**Background**

The Air Force Surgeon General approved the DODMERB system modernization effort in August 2013. DMACS replaced an aging network of individual applications with one commercial, web-based product.

**Key Features**

- Web-based
- Captures data for DOD medical standards revisions, waiver criteria changes, service recruiting targets, and trend analysis
- Online tracking tools for reviewers and applicants
- Meets all cyber security requirements

**Key Benefits**

- Streamlined functionality allows faster applicant processings
- Automated workflow improves communication and efficiency
- Searchable database for physical standards and waiver criteria